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Values and signs of Land& factors (g) have been measured for four rovibronic levels of the 
A ‘22 state of the Na, molecule. Because of a very small product gr- 10 - i2 s, the level 
crossing signal of a dispersion shape was employed using circular light polarization and 
mutually orthogonal excitation, observation of laser induced fluorescence, and external 
magnetic field directions. The effects of the b 311,, B ‘II”, and a “Zz states on the g factors of 
the Na, (A ‘22 ), as well as their dependence on vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, 
have been theoretically analyzed. An analytical connection has been found between the 
constants of A doubling (q) and Land& factors of the interacting singlet states. Simple 
expressions have been found for estimating the effects of distant electronic states on q and the g 
factors without summing over bounded and integrating over continuum levels of the 
perturbing state. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Na, molecule has been used for many years as a test 
molecule for spectroscopic theory and techniques. The first 
excited singlet state A ‘8: and the second excited triplet 
state b 311, have been known to interact for a long time.‘-’ 
One of the most obvious manifestations of this interaction is 
the disturbance in the regular structure of the rotational 
bands, as observed both in emission and absorption. It is 
hardly surprising therefore that high-resolution spectrosco- 
py is employed for studying such perturbations, since it 
makes it possible to determine small divergences in the posi- 
tion of rovibronic levels in the interacting electronic states. 
In the course of the past ten years, a number of laser spectro- 
scopic methods have evolved which make it possible to ob- 
tain highly resolved spectra. These methods have been suc- 
cessfully employed for studying the A ‘2,+ and b 311, states 
and their interaction.“’ 

It is rather obvious that any perturbation affects not 
only the energy of the states, but also their wave functions. 
This naturally leads to changes in other affiliated molecular 
characteristics, such as radiational and magnetic proper- 
ties.2-9 

The present study deals with some peculiarities in the 
effects of A ‘8,+-B ‘II,, A ‘2,+-b 311U, and A ‘2,+-b 311u 
-u “X,.’ interactions on the rotational magnetic moment of 
the A state by means of determining Land& factors for a num- 
ber of rovibronic levels of A state. 

It ought to be noted that the method proposed for study- 
ing molecular perturbations lo does not require such high 
spectral resolving power, as is necessary in the experiments 
based solely on the measurements of the positions of rovi- 
bronic energy levels. The main advantage, however, of the 
use of Land& factors for studying perturbations of diamagne- 
tic (a = 0) states is their extreme sensitivity to the value and 
type of not only local, but also of regular interactions. This is 
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easily understood, if one keeps in mind that a nonperturbed 
diamagnetic state possesses a near zero magnetic moment, 
which is independent of vibrational and rotational quantum 
numbers. Accordingly, any, even small, perturbation due to 
paramagnetic electronic states leads to drastic relative 
changes of the magnetic moment value. This in turn is easily 
observed experimentally, since modem methods permit 
Land& factor measurements of the order of ( 10 - 4- 
1()-5).“,‘2 It may also be noted that the sign of the Land2 
factors is an additional source of information on the type of 
perturbation.‘3 

The present work consists of the study of the basic 
causes of the appearance of a nonzero magnetic moment in 
the diamagnetic A ‘2: state, as well as the calculation of the 
dependence of the g factors on vibrational and rotation 
quantum number values, and finally, performing experimen- 
tal testing of results on a number of rovibronic levels of 
Na, (A ‘B,f ). Although the viability of the above state- 
ments can manifest itself most fully only in systematic g fac- 
tor measurements over a large group of rovibronic levels of 
the A ‘2: state, we have undertaken, by way of a first stage, 
measurements of four well known14 u, J levels, excited by the 
632.8 nm He-Ne laser line. An initial report on the results 
obtained can be found in Ref. 15. For these levels the product 
grvalue is extremely small ( - lo- 13-10- I2 s). To avoid the 
usage of very large magnetic field, we developed a special 
kind of method based on Hanle effect in laser induced flu- 
orescence under circulary polarized excitation and mutually 
orthogonal excitation, observation and magnetic field direc- 
tions. For ‘Z-*X transitions of P, R type, this leads to Hanle 
signal ofdispersion shape having the greatest steepness when 
the magnetic field strength is equal to zero. 

Expected Land& factors for Na, (A ‘2: ) were located 
taking into account the “nuclear” contribution caused by 
the rotation of shielded sodium atom cores as well as the 
electronic part connected with A ‘H,f-b 311tl and 
A ‘8,+-B ‘II,, mixing. It is shown that in this concrete situa- 
tion one can neglect the influence of the a “X,+ state as well 
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as the role of the second order perturbation effects according 
to magnetic field strength. The interaction between the 
states A ‘zC,t and B ‘II, has been used for analyzing the pos- 
sibility of employing Land& factors for investigating struc- 
tural and magnetic properties of mutually distant electronic 
terms, and that between the states A ‘2: and b 311u for in- 
vestigating local perturbations caused by the crossing terms. 

II. EXPERIMENT 
A. Method of measurement 

The experimental determination of the g-factor values 
in Na, (A ‘2: ) state is connected with certain difficulties. 
Indeed, application of optomagnetic methods of measure- 
ments requires that the product wr, where w is the frequency 
of magnetic splitting, should have a value of the order of (or 
larger than) unity. If we consider that r in the case of 
Na, (A ‘2: ) has a characteristic value of 12.5 ns (Ref. 16), 
then the condition wr = 1 corresponds to magnetic fields of 
the order of B = W(pu,g,r) = 10-20 T, which by far ex- 
ceeds the possibilities of the electromagnet at our disposal. 
However, a certain chance of measuring the Land& factor 
under conditions when wr lies considerably below unity val- 
ue can be obtained by applying the Hanle effect in a variant 
implying a “dispersion shape” of signal. Such a variant of the 
method yielding information both on the value and the sign 
of theg factor, as far as we know, has been used with linearly 
polarized excitation, see e.g., Refs. 17-19. 

Let us consider the fluorescence in the cycle 
J :’ -+ J: + Jy*( Fig. 1 ), excited by directed light with a given 
polarization E. In order to describe the effect of the magnetic 
field on polarization we shall apply a treatment in termxof 
polarization moments,e.g., Refs. 20-22. The intensity I( E’) 
of given polarization E’ propagating in a definite direction 
on transition J:-J; may be represented, according to Ref. 
2 1 in the following form: 

I&) = ( - l)J:+Jn f (2-J: + 1)“21, 

1 K 

x,;;i, ( - 1)Qf2;a!Q(~t,. (1) 

Here{* . *} is a 6j-symbol,fE-the polarization moment 
of state IJ:), K-its rank, whiie its projection Q varies from 
- K to K. The tensor a”_ Q ( E’) has been introduced in Ref. 

(TX) - b’w%d 

J; 
GWd 

- sf& 

21 and it characterizes the polarization of light. Its compo- 
nents may be calculated thLough the cyclic components E Q 
of the polarization vector E’ as 

@;($, = (2K+ 1) --‘2 

X i ( - l)Q”EQ’(EQ”)*Cf~Q,lQ,, (2) 
Q’,Q”= _ 1 

using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C z&. The necessary 
values of Qz can be found in table form, e.g., in Ref. 23. The 
polarization moments f g formed by the light in the act of 
absorption J 7 --) J :, (Fig. 1) proceeding at the rate r, in the 
presence of an external magnetic field B can be calculated as 
follows: 

f; = ( _ l)J:+J: r,cr, - iQw, -‘(w: + 1)3’2 

x(w;+ l)-’ 
1 K 

: J; JI’ @:(‘)n,;y 
I 

(3) 

where n J ,, is the concentration of absorbing molecules, rK is 
the relaxation rate of the mzment of rank K (under assump- 
tion of r, < rK ), but @z (E) characterizes the polarization 
of the exciting radiation. 

The Hanle effect is traditionally recorded with linearly 
polarize$excitation [Figs. 2,3 (a), and 3 (b) ] with magnetic 
field BIE, while observation takes place along the Z axis. 
The signal is observed through the degree of linear polariza- 
tion 9 from the intensities of orthogonally polarized com- 
ponents I, = I,,I, = IV + lr,2, which can easily be expressed 
throughf:,fi, andfl (e.g., Ref. 24) 

I, - 12 .P((x) =-= - Y’(O) 
cos 2p + 2x sin 2q, 

1, + 12 1+4x2 ’ 
(4) 

x=w/r2. 

Here !Y (0) denotes the degree of polarization of fluores- 
cence, as it would be at p = VT/~, x = 0, i.e., in the absence of 

X 

FIG. 1. Optical transition scheme. 
FIG. 2. Experimental geometry for linear polarized excitation (f ) and ob- 
servation (E’ ) . 
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% 

FIG. 3. Calculated Hanle signal curves. (a) linear polarized excitation 
(Fig. 2), q~ = 7r/2 in Eq. (4); (b) the same conditions, except 4 = v//4; (c) 
circularly polarized excitation (Fig. 4)) cf. Eq. ( 8). 

magnetic field. In the J+ CO limit the knownz4 9 (0) values 
are l/7 for (P,R ) t, 1 and l/2 for Q T, QJ transitions (here 
the arrows t or 1 denote absorption or emission). In order to 
ascertain the possibility of observing a Hanle signal at x < 1, 
let us examine the behavior of the derivative 

d9= -= - P(O) 
dX 

X2sin2g,(l +4x2) - (cos2q,-2xsin2~)8x 
(1 +4X2)2 

(5) 

FIG. 4. Experimental geometry for circularly polarized excitation. 

If p = 0, then the derivative becomes zero at ~‘0. Hence 
the traditionally most frequently observed signal is of Lor- 
entzian shape 9’ (x) = 9’ (O)/( 1 + 4x2), dating back from 
Hanle’s time,25 Fig. 3 (a). On the other hand, we get the 
largest value of dkT/d,y in the vicinity ofx = 0 for e, = r/4, 
when the slope of the straight line equals 29’ (0)) Fig. 3 (b). 

For Q-type transitions such conditions are, indeed, opti- 
mal, since 29’ (0) = 1 at J- CO. At the same time, we get 
29’ (0) = 2/7 for P or R transitions, i.e., just the ones that 
take place in the ‘%‘X system of Na, . As it turns out, one 
can find more advantageous conditions in this case. Let exci- 
tation, polarized along a right-hand circle, take place, as 
shown in Fig. 4. Let us now follow the degree of circularity 

c= (I, -Ij)/U, +I,) (6) 

by measuring, at right angles to the field B direction,26 the 
intensity I,, I,, polarized along the right-hand (1,) or left- 
hand (II ) circle. The value of C for arbitrary angles pc be- 
tween the excitation and observation directions, see Fig. 4, 
canbeexpressedthroughfi,f:,fi,~$ as 

I 1 1 1 
J: J: J/” I 

Re(e-“cf:) 

[ (1/6)m& - (1/2)m Re(e-‘@Cf: ) ] 
(7) 

Substitutingfz from Eq. (3)) we obtain 

36 i ; 

1 1 

Ii 

1 1 1 

c= : J: J; J; J: J;’ I 
(r,/r, ) (c0sq.k +Xsinqk)/( 1+2) 

[8( - l>Ji-J’/(w:+ ‘I] + 2 ;; :(,)(;J ;: J;] (ro/r2) [ 3 + 9(cos2pc + 2xsin29=)/(1+4?)] 
I 

(8) 

The necessary values of the 6j-symbols are 
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[ 

W’ 
y (W’+ l)(J’+ 1)3 1 l/2 

1 1 1 ’ 2 l/2 

J’ J’ J 

I 

y J’(W’+ l)(J’+ 1)3 [ 1 * 1 l/2 

3513 

(9) 

The signal we are interested in will be determined by the 
derivative, which in the J’-+ m limit for P,R transitions is as 
follows: 

dC 
dx y=o I 

=&60 
sin(p,(81 $3~0~2~) -6cosp,sin2pc 

(81 + 3cos2~)’ 
(10) 

The derivative assumes zero value at qc = 0. Its maximum 
value is attained in the case qc = r/2, as shown in Fig. 4, 
being equal to f 10/13, which exceeds the value for linear 
polarization by a factor of almost 3. Thus maximum slope of 
the Hanle signal can be achieved in the region ofx = 0, cf. 
Fig. 3 (c). This provides a new possibility to measure the g- 
factor values in conditions when or< 1. An additional ad- 
vantage consists in the fact that this situation provides the 
most favorable geometry for collecting fluorescence from 
the cell in the gap of the electromagnet, since observation is 
performed at right angles with respect to the direction of the 
magnetic field (Fig. 4). Unlike the situation in Fig. 2, here 
we have no problem of deflecting the fluorescent beam in 
order to direct it out the gap of the electromagnet. 

6. Experimental details 
Metallic sodium was placed into a glass cell joined to the 

vacuum system by means of a dry valve. The optical part of 
the cell was positioned in the gap of the electromagnet (up to 
1 T) of 40 mm width. The saturating sodium vapor was at a 

I 
temperature of 550-630 K, which corresponds to a content 
of [Na] = 1-16~ 10’4cm-3, [N%] = 7-240~ 10” cm-3.27 
The exciting light from a He-Ne laser was cut down to a 
power of - 1 mW in order to avoid nonlinear effects of opti- 
cal pumping of the lower state,28 since at a working power of 
-49 mW a nonlinear Hanle effect of the lower state had 
been observed of -0.2 T half-width that is similar to the 
results in Ref. 29. 

Convenient working lines of the A ‘8,+-X ‘8: fluores- 
cence spectrum corresponding to the u’, J’ levels (Table I) 
were selected out by means of a double diffraction mono- 
chromator ( 5 d;/mm ) . The degree of linear polarization or 
circularity was measured in the following way. The entrance 
slit of the spectrometer was divided in height into two parts, 
and two orthogonal analyzers were placed in front of them. 
Light guides conducted the light from two respective parts of 
the exit slit of the monochromator to the two photomulti- 
pliers, which counted simultaneously one-photon pulses 
from two channels. Circular polarization was provided by 
inserting two mica quarter-wave plates. 

C. Results 
Dispersion-shaped initial parts of Hanle signals in the 

regions w/r < 1, as obtained within the B = f 1 T range 
were of rather insignificant magnitude at linear polarization 
of light. However, they made it possible to obtain a prelimi- 
nary estimate of the g factors for Na, (A ‘B,f ), as well as to 
determine their sign. More definite results were obtained 
from signals received in an arrangement according to Fig. 4 

TABLE I. Calculated mixing coefficients S,,,, .S, and g factors for rovibronic states of Na, (A IX,+ ,u’,J’) 
involved in this work. Here gt,lT” (b%,) and gz:f: (B ‘II,) denote the corresponding parts due to 
A ‘I,,?-b’n, or.4 ‘zz-B ‘n, interaction,g$,, (tot) =gf,z’(b ‘n,) +gf,:f: (B’n,) +g,,whilec;, are 
experimentally measured values. 

v’= 14,J’=45 v’=22,J’=86 v’=25,J’=87 if= 16, J’= 17 

SII, 4.56~ lO-2 

s,,, -2.42x lo-* 

s,,, 1.38x IO-* 

sx 9.98X lo-’ 

g;::: (6 ‘II.) 8.88X 10-5 

gf.:f: (BY-I,) -7.32x10-’ 

g’;,, (tot) + 3.95x lo-S 

s,:,“. +3.13x10-5 

- 1.64x 10-1 
- 5.07x lo-2 
-4.11x10-* 

9.98x10-l 

-7.21x10-’ 

-6.88x10-5 

- 11.7x 10-s 
- 13.6x lo-$ 

- 8.06X IO-’ 
4.77x 10-2 

- 5.78~ lO-2 
9.97x 10-l 

8.32x10-’ 

-6.84x lo-’ 

+ 3.87~ lo-’ 
+2.41x10-’ 

6.17~10-~ 
- 7.74x 10-4 

1.23~ lo-” 
l.WOO 

7.86~ IO-’ 

- 7.44x lo-’ 

- 5.o5xlo-5 
- 5.32x lo-’ 
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FIG. 5. Magnetic field dependence for the degree of circularity C measured 
using the geometry shown in Fig. 4. The quantum numbers involved in a 
transition (u:,J:‘)-(u:,J:) are as follows: (a) (2,46)-(14,45); (b) 
(6,85)+(22,86); (c) (8,86)+(25,87); (d) (4,18)-+(16,17). 

( pc = r/2). Examples of CeXP (B) dependences obtained 
are presented in Fig. 5. Satisfactory accuracy within the giv- 
en o/T range can be achieved by approximating the results 
obtained by straight lines 

I 

C,,,(B) =a gy;,/@ /fir + 6. (11) 

For better fit the term 6 is introduced to compensate for the 
residual errors of calibrating the channels. The data in Fig. 5 
are normalized allowing for condition B = 0 for better clar- 
ity. The correcting coefficient a, which is close to unity, ac- 
counts for the depolarizing effect of the optical channel. Its 
value was found from results of testing the setup. For R t, Pi 
or P t, R 1 transitions, which took place in the cases repre- 
sented in Fig. 5, the value (dC/d,y)x=o = + lo/13 was 
assumed, as obtained for J- CO. This may be done, since it is 
well knownz4 that for this type of transition the values of the 
degree of circularity do not depend on J. In the case when 
circularity was measured for the second component of the 
doublet, which would correspond to P t , PL or R t, R i transi- 
tions, use of expression ( 10) leads to a certain error, which 
becomes particularly significant for J: = J’ = 17. There- 
fore, one must use, in such cases, values of the derivative 
dC/dx for arbitrary J values, as obtained by employing ex- 
pressions((3)and(6)-(9).Atp,= +~/2theyareof 
the form 

* 8(J’+ 1)/J’- (1/5)(W’- 1)/(2J’+3) ’ 
(P t,P11 

El = 
d,y ix=0 6 

* 8J’/(J’ + 1) - (1/5)(2J’ + 3)/(2J’ - 1) ’ 
(R t,Rl) 

(12) 

This yields (dC/dx)x,o values of 0.7236 (J’ = 17), and 
0.7513 (J’ = 45), asopposedto thevalueof lo/13 = 0.7692 
(J’- 03 ). The relaxation constant I’ was found through the 
time of spontaneous decay. This lies within the range of 
7 = 12.45-12.50 ns16 for the v’, J’ levels of Na, (A ‘B,f ) 
i&uded in the present discussion. The contribution of colli- 
sions at the working concentrations of vapors is expected to 
be insignificant. It was accounted for, assuming, as a fair 
estimate, a quenching cross section of 5 x 10 - l4 cm*, as giv- 
en in Ref. 30 for Na, (B ‘II, )-Na collisions, leading to an 
increase in l? by 4% with respect to 7; ‘. 

The g-factor values obtained from the above procedure, 
as averaged over a number of experimental trials, are pre- 
sented in Table I. The relative error of the values obtained 
was estimated to be 15%. 

III. CAUSES FOR THE APPEARANCE OF A NONZERO 
ROTATIONAL MAGNETIC MOMENT IN THE A ‘8; 
STATE OF Na, 

The Land& factor (g) of a diatomic molecule is well 
known to consist of a nuclear contribution (g, ) caused by 
the rotation of the nuclear core of the molecule, and of the 
electronic contribution (gt ) created by the electronic shell 
of the rotating molecule. 31 In the case of a diamagnetic elec- 
tronic state, as we have it in the A IX:,“ state (R = 0) of Na,, 
the electronic contribution is exclusively due to interaction 

I 
of the given state with other electronic states which them- 
selves possess a nonzero magnetic moment. 

Obviously, the degree of the effect of different electronic 
states on the magnetic properties of the A ‘Z,+ state is deter- 
mined by the ratio between the interaction matrix element 
value and the distance between the interacting states. Con- 
sidering this circumstance, as well as the necessity of para- 
magnetism of the perturbing state, as well as the U-U selec- 
tion rules, it becomes possible to select the basic electronic 
states, interaction with which leads to the appearance of a 
nonzero magnetic moment in the A ‘2: state. The relative 
positions of potential curves employed in the present work 
are presented in Fig. 6. 

A. Calculation of the nuclear contribution (g,) 
For a homonuclear diatomic molecule the value of the 

nuclear contribution is given by the expression32-34 

PCL, z,*, g, =--7 
PB Mn 

(13) 

where M,, is the mass of the atom forming the molecule. 
Here pB and ,u,, are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons, and 
Z zS is the effective nuclear charge produced by the atomic 
core screened by the internal “nonvalence” atomic shell. 
The value of Z $ is obviously not known apriori. Its calcula- 
tion requires knowledge of the electronic wave functions of 
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5 k X2-- 
NaDs)+ &(3s) 

5 Rfk) * 
FIG. 6. Potential curves for the electronic states of Na, molecule consid- 
ered in this work. 

the molecule. Nevertheless, using a number of simplified 
model notions on the electronic structure of the given mole- 
cule, the value of Z,*, may be tentatively estimated. Thus, 
assuming that the electronic structure of alkali metal dimers 
is hydrogenlike, i.e., assuming that in the formation of the 
dimer only one external valence electron takes part from 
each atom, and assuming further that the structure of the 
internal shells of the atoms does not undergo any change in 
the transition from isolated atoms to a molecule, one may 
conclude that the value of Z,*, for them must be close to 
unity. In that case the value of the nuclear contribution for 
the Na, molecule must equal 2.4X lo- ’ (in Bohr magne- 
tons). 

The viability of the given model of accounting for the 
nuclear contribution is supported by the fair coincidence be- 
tween calculated and measured rotational magnetic moment 
values for the electronic ground states of alkali metal 
dimers.34 It ought to be stressed that the nuclear contribu- 
tion is always positive and does not depend on vibrational 
and rotational quantum numbers. It appears also to change 
little from one electronic state to another. 

B. Effect of ‘2-% Interaction on the Land& factors of 
the A ‘2: and b %, states 

Let us first consider in a general way the effect of ‘8-311 
perturbation on the Land; factors of interacting states of a 
diatomic molecule. After that we shall analyze in detail the 
peculiarities of its manifestation in the case of concrete rovi- 
bronic levels ofA ‘2: and b 311u states of the Na, molecule. 

We shall represent the total wave function Y, of the 
states under consideration in the form of a linear combina- 
tion of nonperturbed wave functions corresponding to a 
“pure” Hund’s case a 

Y, =&/a +s,,J3no) +&,I”K> +%1213~2>, (14) 

and the nonzero interaction matrix elements between ‘Z and 

3110, 311’ components of the 311 state, after KOV~CS~~ in the 
form 

&II0 =iT==!Te* (h Iv”oh (1% 
H pn, =y&&n,)[J(J+ l)l”*, (15b) 

where up, un are vibrational quantum numbers and J de- 
notes the rotational quantum number that must be equal for 
both interacting states. The strongest ‘2-311 interaction is 
due to the spin-orbit interaction operator xCk ak I,s,, where 
the summation is over all valence electrons. This interaction 
connects the ‘Z and the 3110 components and does not de- 
pend on J in explicit form, but does depend on the overlap 
integral between the vibrational wave functions Ivx ) and 
IvnO) of the interacting states. The nonzero matrix element 
of interaction between the ‘Z and 311’ component appears by 
virtue of the operator terms - [l/Q.d")l 
X (J -L + + J + L - ), wherep is the reduced mass, and R 
the internuclear distance (in atomic units). It is assumed 
here that the pure Hund’s case a is disturbed, and the quan- 
tum number Sof the spin vector S is no longer a good one.36 
The value of the matrix element Nxn, for the molecules fol- 
lowing pure Hund’s case a must obviously be smaller than 
H z,lO. This appears to hold for such light molecules as Li, 
and Na, . 

An expression for the g factors of the states under dis- 
cussion can bz o>tain$d from averaging the Zeeman opera- 
tor Hz = pBB(L + 2S),37 where B is the magnetic field op- 
erator, over the total wave functions Y,, cf. Eq. ( 14). Thgn, 
using the expressions for the matrix elements of operator Hz 
acting on the basic wave functions, and corresponding to 
Hund’s case a we find, in first-order perturbation theory3* 

g; = - [J(J+ 111 -‘{(S’,, +4S:,,,) 

+2$215,, [Go~+Sn2dJ(J+ 1) -21 

+ wAI*~~el (v,: h, )I, (lea) 
where 

?je’ = (31-11 II + + 2s+ 1’2). (16b) 
Expression ( 16) is valid for describing Land& factors for the 
‘Z state, as well as for each component of the 311i state. Thus 
in absence of ‘X-311 interaction (Sx = 0) , formula ( 16) gets 
transformed into the well known expression for the g factor 
of the nonperturbed 311 state.32 The characteristic depend- 
ence of Land& factors of each component of the nonper- 
turbed b 311, state of Na, on the rotational quantum number 
Jis represented in Fig. 7. It ought to be noted that the values 
of the gzi factors are practically independent of the vibra- 
tional quantum number v. 

The value of the electronic matrix element qel, similar to 
‘ye, from Eq. ( 15b), must theoretically tend towards zero in 
the case of closeness of the electronic states under considera- 
tion to pure Hund’s case a orb. One may, accordingly, easily 
neglect the last terms in Eq. ( 16a) for such light molecules as 
Li, and Na, . With this in mind, we obtain a simple expres- 
sion for the Land& factor of the perturbed ‘B state 

‘I: 
g,- - - 2Jzs,,, Csr,, + Sn, l/J- (17) 
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FIG. 7. The Lande factors’ variation with the rotational quantum number J 
for the ‘II, components of nonperturbed Na, (b ‘II”) triplet state with 
u = 0. 

We wish to draw attention to the following peculiarity 
of ‘8-311 interaction effect on the magnetic properties of the 
‘B state. As mentioned above, for pure Hund’s case a, non- 
zero matrix elements exist only between the ‘Z state and the 
3110 component, which is itself diamagnetic, like the ‘Z state 
(R = 0). It follows that this component cannot contribute 
towards the magnetic moments of the ‘Z state. The magne- 
tism of the latter is, in this case, determined by indirect inter- 
action with the paramagnetic 3111 and 3112 components 
through ‘II,. This effect is analogous to well known phe- 
nomenon of accidental predissociation.38 It is interesting to 
note that the degree of interaction of the 311, and 3112 com- 
ponents with the ‘B state increases with increasing rota- 
tional quantum number J, cf. Eq. ( 16a). On the other hand, 
the rotational magnetic moment of a molecule is well known 
to decrease with increasing rotation.‘0V32*38 The resulting 
magnetic moment is thus determined by the competition be- 
tween these two processes. 

We now consider specific results for the Na, molecule. 
As may be seen from Fig. 6, the potential curves of the 
A ‘8,+ and b ‘II, states of Na, intersect and are strongly 
displaced with respect to each other. It follows that interac- 
tion between them is of distinctly local nature. Accordingly, 
the Land2 factors of these states ought to depend strongly 
not only on rotational quantum numbers (J), but also on 
vibrational ones (v) in these regions. All vibrational levels of 
the A ‘Z,+ state are known to be perturbed by at least one, 
more frequently by two, and sometimes, within the observed 
Jrange, even by three levels of the b 311U state.4*7’8 In each of 
these regions there are three resonances corresponding to 
maximum interaction with components 3II,, 311, , and 3110, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. In order to study the pecu- 
liarities of the behavior of the g factors of perturbed A ‘2: 
and all components of b 311i states (i = 0,1,2), as well as for 
analysis of their dependence on the absolute value of J and 
on the sign of the overlap integral (v, Ivb), cf. Eq. ( 15a), a 
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FIG. 8. Intersection of rovibronic levels Na, (A ‘E;t ,uA,J) and 
Na, (b ‘IIu,u*,J) for vibration states involved in this work. The values of 
triplet splitting for b ‘II, state (dashed lines) are strongly exaggerated. 

number of vibrational levels of the A ‘2,’ state were select- 
ed, having various ranges of J values, cf. Fig. 9. The g-factor 
values for these levels were calculated according to formula 
( 16a), assuming vel = 0, cf. Eq. ( 16b). To this purpose, at 
first the full wave functions were found through numerical 
diagonalization of the 4~ 4 Hamilton matrix, cf. Eq. ( 14). 
The matrix elements were given in the form proposed in Ref. 
7. The vibrational wave functions of the interacting states 
used in the calculations of ( vA 1 v,, ) , cf. Eq. ( 15a) were found 
from a numerical solution of the radial Schriidinger equation 
with RKR potentials for the A ‘2: and b 311U states over 
deperturbed molecular states, according to Ref. 3 and 7, re- 
spectively. The electronic matrix element&i was assumed to 
be independent of the internuclear distance. 

It was found that in the vicinity of the points of intersec- 
tion, i.e., in the vicinity of resonances, as shown in Fig. 8, the 
values and signs of mixing coefficients, i.e., of the Land& 
factors as well, are strongly dependent on the accuracy of the 
employed matrix elements of the Hamiltonian matrix, and 
are determined by the accuracy of the vibrational and rota- 
tional molecular constants for the A ‘8: and b 311, states. 
However, the reliability of the deperturbed molecular con- 
stants for both states, as given in the literature, is regrettably 
small, the constants of centrifugal distortion D,, H,, etc., 
being particularly poorly known (in percent). This, in its 
turn, dramatically affects the accuracy of the calculated g 
factors at large J values. We therefore used effective sets of 
molecular constants and matrix elements in the Hamilto- 
nian matrix for more accurate calculation of full wave func- 
tions of these levels. These sets are valid only within a limited 
range of values of vA , vb, and J.4v7*8 The results of calcula- 
tions of the rovibronic levels of the A ‘8,+ state, for which 
the Land; factors have been measured in the present work 
(cf. Sec. II) are given in Table I in form of mixing coeffi- 
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Perturbation is considered according to Eq. (4). Ranges of Jare 45-60 for u, = 14,25-40 for LJ, = 16, N-90 for uA = 22, and 85-95 for 0, = 25. 

cients and g factors. It may be seen from the presented data 
that level vA = 16, J = 17 may be considered as nonper- 
turbed with respect to other levels, i.e., its magnetism is not 
determined by A ‘X,+-b ‘KIU interaction. 

On the whole, the following conclusions can be drawn 
from the results of our calculations of Land& factor depen- 
dences and of mixing factors, as dependent on quantum 
number J values, and presented in Fig. 9: 

(i) As expected, the g factors g$‘“’ of the A ‘2,“ state 
change relatively considerably more than the g factors of the 
b 311u state. Maximum changes of the values of g;“’ are 
observed in the vicinity of intersection with the 3112 compo- 
nent (positive sign of theg factor), and with the ‘III, compo- 
nent (negative sign of theg factor). Absence of or very insig- 
nificant resonance in the vicinity of intersection with the 3111 
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component may be due to opposite signs of mixing coeffi- 
cients for Sn, and Su, , cf. Eq. ( 17). 

A’Z+ (ii) The absolute value ofg, ” near the resonances for 
the given vibrational level v decreases monotonically with 
increasing rotational quantum number J, assuming values 
from 1O-‘-1O-2 for low J values, down to 10-3-10-4 for 
high ones. This is due to the fact that follows from Eq. ( 17) : 
the mixing coefficient values in resonance vicinity depend 
only weakly on absolute J value and are mainly determined 
by the distance between deperturbed rovibronic levels of 
A ‘2: and b 311i states near the resonances. 

(iii) The nature of the J dependence ofg factors of per- 
turbed b 311i states in the vicinity of resonances is affected by 
circumstances: first, the distance between nonperturbed ro- 
vibronic levels of the A ‘8,+ and b 311, states, and second, 
the steepness of the J dependence of nonperturbed compo- 
nents of the b 311u state, cf. Fig. 7. [For sake of convenience 
relative additions to the nonperturbed g factors in form of 
a = (g* - g)/g are presented in Fig. 9.1 It is for both these 
reasons, as may be seen from Fig. 9, that the relative addition 
to theg factor of b 311i state is most drastically dependent on 
J. 

lating g and q factors it is necessary to perform the summing 
(integrating) over all vibrational states of both the discrete 
and the continuous spectrum. The difficulty here is due to 
the necessity of executing a numerical solution of the radial 
Schrodinger equation for a large (in the general case, an 
infinite) number of levels of the discrete spectrum (us) and 
the continuous spectrum (eJ), in order to satisfy the well 
known sum rule 

z (v~lv~)‘+~~(v~ie)2~~~ = 1. (20) 

This problem becomes particularly acute in the case where 
the potential curves of the interacting electronic states are 
strongly displaced with respect to each other. Then condi- 
tion (20) is approximately satisfied only in case of a very 
large number of terms in the summation and integration pro- 
cess in Eqs. (18a) and (19). We have used simple expres- 
sions for estimating effects of distant electronic states on q 
and the g factor without performing the summation and the 
integration over the nonbounded rovibronic levels of the per- 
turbing state (cf. the Appendix). These expressions prove to 
be extremely time and labor saving in calculations. 

C. Effect of ‘%‘ll interaction of the A ‘Z,+ and B ‘JYI, 
state Land& factors. Connection between Land& 
factors and A-doubling constants 

The singlet ‘II and ‘Z states of diatomic molecules of 
similar parity (u-11 and g-g) interact owing to nonzero 
matrix elements of operator [ - 1/(2pR")l 
X (J f L - + J - L + >. In energy characteristics this leads 
to A doubling of the ‘II state, which manifests itself experi- 
mentally in the splitting of the ‘Il state levels with different 
parity ( + c-f f or - ct - ). The A-doubling constant (4) 
is determined by the dependence3’ 

Since there is one cause leading both to A doubling of 
rotational levels as well as to change in Lande factors, there 
must obviously exist a connection between the constants 
characterizing both effects. If such a connection is found, it 
becomes possible to estimate the effect of remote electronic 
states by means of experimentally accessible magnitudes. 
Hence, in order to assess such an effect in the case of interact- 
ing A ‘2: and B ‘II u states of Na, , let us start by finding in a 
general form the connection between q and the g factors of 
the interacting singlet states. 

If we assume that for ‘II and ‘B states 
L+(R)~lL+(=const and ATtiIJ=:AT,=const, Eqs. 
( 18a) and ( 19) can be written in following form: 

qa, = 2 C (v3lL + (RI/R 2jv,)2/ATfi,, (184 
v* 

where 

L + (R) = (‘rIlL + p>, (18b) 

ATu%J =E,,-EE,,. (18~) 

In the case of the ‘Z state this interaction leads to a 
change in the value of the experimentally found rotational 
constant B tff = B y + ql,. An experimental determination 
of the divergence of the effective rotational constant Bzff 
from the value B y is difficult in the case of regular pertur- 
bations, by virtue of the smallness of q, and its smooth de- 
pendence on the vibrational quantum number. Here B L”’ 
must be considered as the so-called “deperturbed” value of 
the rotational constant.38 

qzz2lL + 12(B z)‘/AT,, @la) 

g:“=: - 21L + 12B F/AT,. (21b) 
Then, using Eqs. (21), we can easily find the connection 
between A-doubling constant of the ‘II state and Land& fac- 
tor of the ‘Z state 

8 
‘z vJ=: -q2JB:/(B$)2. (22) 

The interaction between the A ‘2: and B ‘IIU states of 

The given interaction is also known to lead to a change 
in the Land& factors of the states under discussion32 

g, = - 2 c (v,*IL + (R)/R 2jvJ> 
u* 

x (v:)L + (R)\v,)/AT~,. (19) 
As may be seen, using expressions ( 18a) and ( 19) for calcu- 

Na, is known to have been experimentally established in the 
course of studying the A doubling of the rotational levels of 
the B ‘II, state.39 In order to estimate the effect ofthis inter- 
action on the Land& factors of the A ‘8,. state, we employed 
expressions ( 18a) and ( 19)) as well as approximate relations 
(A9) and (AIO). Before we did this, however, we checked 
the feasibility of Eqs. (A6) and (A7) for the states where 
relation (20) is valid, i.e., O<v< 10 and O<v*< 10. In order to 
simplify thecalculations we assumed that IL + I = 1. Calcu- 
lation results for q and g factors obtained with the aid of 
formula (18a), Eqs. (19), (A9), and (AlO) werecompared 
for above-mentioned v values, as well as for those used in the 
experiment. In all cases the relative difference of the results 
givenbyEqs. (18a), (19), (A9),and(AlO) doesnotexceed 
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c 2 X 10 - ‘, which lies far below experimental error range. 
In order to construct the potential curve for the B ‘II, 

state we used data according to Refs. 39-41. Subsequently, 
formula (A9) was employed under the assumption 
L + (R ) = const for calculating the values of factors qflJ for 
the levels of the B ‘II, state, viz. for O<v*<30 and O<J< 100. 
A comparison between experimental values of A-doubling 
constants, @$; as presented in Ref. 39, and theoretical q::, 
ones shows that the magnitude IL + 1 can be considered as 
constant for all levels under study with 5% accuracy: 
IL + 1 = 1.42 f 0.05. This demonstrates, on the one hand, 
the validity of the assumption L + (R ) = const for the states 
under consideration, and confirms, on the other hand, with 
respect to these states, the hypothesis of pure Van Vleck 
precession:‘* (‘IIlL + I’Z) = ,/‘m = vZ After that, 
using IL + I, as obtained by means of formulas (A9) and 
(AIO) the values of the q factors for the B ‘II, state were 
evaluated, as well as the g factor of the A ‘2,+ state. The 
dependences of the values obtained for the vibrational (v) 
and rotational (J) quantum numbers are presented in Fig. 
10. 

Thus the interaction between the A ‘8,+ and B ‘II, 
states leads to the production of a negative magnetic mo- 
ment of the order of 7.5 x IO-’ in the A ‘2: state, which 
only slightly depends on u and J. 

D. Effect of indirect A ‘IS,+-& 3lI,-a “8: interaction on 
the Land& factors of the A ‘H,+ state 

As may be seen from Fig. 6, the next nearest to A ‘8: 
paramagnetic state after b 311u and B ‘II, is the weakly 
bonded a 38 + state.43P” Interaction with the latter can also 
contribute &wards the rotational magnetic moment of the 
A ‘2: state. The peculiarity of this interaction consists in 
the circumstance that it is of indirect nature, since any non- 
zero matrix elements between the ‘I;: and the 3H,+ state do 
not exist, subject to pure Hund’s case a.35 This interaction 
therefore takes place through the b 3110 component of the 
b ‘II” state. Another important feature of this A-b-a inter- 
actions is due to the repulsive nature of the potential curve of 
the a 3X,+ state in the relevant region of internuclear dis- 
tances (Fig. 6). It may be of interest to note that in the case 
of the Li, molecule the potential curves of the a “2: and 
b 31111 states intersect,” and the interaction produces an ef- 
fect of indirect predissociation.46 Such an effect may take 
place also in the case of Na, , but only for very high vibration- 
al quantum numbers of the A ‘22 state.43 In the case of the 
rovibronic levels of the A ‘8,+ state under consideration in- 
teraction between the b “I&,+ and Q ‘Z,+ levels is small and is 
of regular nature owing to the remoteness of the a 38,+ state 
[Ar, = T,(b”ll,) - Te(a32~)~7000 cm-l]. Never- 
theless, by virtue of locality ofA ‘2: -b 31&, interaction, the 
total effect of a 32,+ on the magnetism of the A ‘8: state is 
also of local nature. Using the expression for the matrix ele- 
ments of ‘lI,+ -‘C,+ interaction,35 viz., 

H noz, = (q, IPWVR *lvZ>~, (23a) 
where 
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Na, as calculated according to Eqs. (A9) and (A IO) for various J. 

P(R) = (“&+ IL + 13K,), (23b) 
we obtain in first-order perturbation theory an expression 
for the contribution of the a ‘2: state to the g factor of the 
A ‘2: state 

isP = ZTn, g [(u, ~(R)/R *IO:) 

x(W(R)l~d]/(~%~ -J&h (24) 

It ought to be stressed that, owing to the almost repulsive 
nature of the a 38,+ state, it is necessary to perform the inte- 
gration over the non-bonded states of the continuous spec- 
trum [cf. Eq. (Al) 1. 

Expression (24) can be easily simplified on assuming 
that Eq. (A2) is valid in the case of the states under discus- 
sion. Then we can use the approximate dependence (A IO), 
thus obtaining 

gA,1”~=2Sno(vbIP2(R)/[R2AU(R)lIvb), 
where (cf. Fig. 11) 

(25a) 

AU(R) = U, (RI - U,(R). (25b) 
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b ‘II --a )Z + states of Na Y Y 2 

Assuming further that the b 311tl and a ‘Z,C states, as well as 
the A ‘8: and the B ‘HI, states follow the Van Vleck “pure 
precession” hypothesis,‘* the magnitude P(R) can be esti- 
mated as /3( R ) ~const = 2. We then obtain a rough assess- 
ment of the contribution of the a ‘2: state 

(26) 

The contribution of the a “Z,’ state into the g factor of the 
A ‘B,f state as evaluated according to Eq. (26) does not 
exceed 0.01-0.1 of the contribution from the b 311, state. 
From our point of view it is small enough to neglect this 
effect for the vibrational levels under consideration. How- 
ever, the influence of the a ‘2: state may increase dramati- 
cally in the vicinity of intersection of the curves of the b 311u 
and a 38,f states when [AU(R) ] - ’ -, 00. In this situation 
expression (24) clearly ceases to apply, and the 
b 311U-u “Z,t perturbation changes from regular to local, 
such as in the case of A ‘B + -b 311u mixing. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The resulting g-factor values, as obtained for 
Na, (A ‘Z,t ) from measurements (e?J, ) and from calcula- 
tions (g’“!,, ) presented in Table I are, in principle, not in 
contradiction to each other. The best coincidence, for 
u’ = 16, J’ = 17, might be due to the circumstance that, in 
this case, the contribution from A ‘Cc-b 311u interaction is 
negligibly small. On the other hand, inaccuracy in the calcu- 
lation of this interaction can affect most strongly the relative 
error in g:tJ, (tot) in a situation when the g-factor value (or, 
rather, its electronic part g:,,, ) is the difference of two par- 
tial contributions of interactions with the states b 311U and 
B ‘Il,, these contributions being comparable in value, but 
opposite in sign. This may be the cause of the deviation from 
the experimental results for levels with U’ = 14, and U’ = 25. 

We performed an analysis, in order to elucidate the ac- 
curacy of calculations of the contribution of the 
b 311,-A ‘8: interaction to the Land* factor value of the 
A ‘8: state. We found this contribution to be highly sensi- 
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tive to the accuracy of the unperturbed molecular constants 
used. This was most striking at high J values. Thus, for ex- 
ample, a change in the constant of centrifugal distortion D,, 
for u* = 25 of the 6 311u level by 20% (which lies far below 
the experimental error in its determination) causes a change 
in Land& factor values of the U’ = 25 level of the A ‘X8+ state 
in the resonance region (85<J<95) by several orders of 
magnitude. It may be expected that systematic high preci- 
sion measurements of g factors of the A ‘);,+ state for each J 
value within the probable resonance range might permit, by 
solving the reverse problem, readjust the position of the rota- 
tional number of the points of intersection (cf. Figs. 8 and 
9), and thus obtain more accurate values of the molecular 
constants. 

Owing to the circumstance that the discussed electronic 
states of Na, are, in our opinion, subject to pure Hund’s case 
a, the interference term in Eq. ( 16a), which corresponds to 
direct interaction, turns out to be negligibly small. It is 
known, however, that with increasing nuclear charge in the 
molecular series K, , Rb,, and Cs, (Ref. 47)) an increase in 
relativistic effects takes place. In particular, the value of 
spin-orbit interaction becomes larger,13 and it is not ex- 
cluded that the interference term in Eq. (16a) may play 
some role in the formation of the Land& factors of the state, 
particularly for the levels with high J values. 

Moreover, with increase in spin splitting of the triplet 
one may apparently neglect the effect of A ‘8: interaction 
with the components of b 3110 and b 3112 on the g factors of 
the A ‘B,f state. It will be the direct interaction between 
A ‘8: and the b ‘II,’ component of b 311U, which will play 
the main part in the formation of the nonzero magnetic mo- 
ment of the A state. Expression (16a) will then assume the 
form 

A 5; 
g, = 

zsL&l 774 (4. IGi, > s;, 

J3VTF) + J(J+l)’ 
Wa) 

where 

vel = (‘E+ IJa’ [“II; ). (27b) 
The present example of A ‘2: -B ‘II, interaction per- 

mits one to draw an interesting conclusion on how it is possi- 
ble to study experimentally the characteristics of a distant 
electronic state. As may be seen, the effect of distant elec- 
tronic states on the position of rovibronic levels of the ‘B 
state are practically impossible to observe experimentally by 
virtue of the insignificance of qu with respect to the deper- 
turbed B v values. At the same time this effect can be easily 
assessed experimentally from the change in Land2 factor 
value, since this change is very considerable against the zero 
value g factor of the unperturbed A ‘Z,t state. In opposition 
to this, it appears to be experimentally simpler to notice and 
measure the A-doubling effect in the ‘II state, since the 
change in Lands factor value can be experimentally noticed 
only at very large J values, when the intrinsic magnetism of 
the ‘Il stateg, = - l/ [ J( J + 1) ] is negligible. The connec- 
tion between q and the g factors, as employed in the present 
work, makes it possible to establish an unequivocal connec- 
tion between the results of physical experiments which are 
alien to each other. This circumstance acts in addition to the 
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previously established4* connection between g factors and 
constants of hyperfine (spin-orbital) interaction. Thus re- 
sults of magnetism studies may in certain cases be used for 
the determination of structural parameters of molecules 
more accurately than possible by direct measurements. 

Study of the effect of the above-mentioned interactions 
on magnetic properties appears to be of interest also from the 
point of view ofstudies of the peculiarities of their manifesta- 
tions in states belonging to various cases of Hund coupling in 
the Li, + Cs, sequence. Thus, for example, in the case of the 
Li, molecule the peculiarity of the effect of the interactions 
under discussion is connected with the circumstance that for 
such a light molecule the value of spin-orbital interaction is 
lower by an order of magnitude than in the case of Na,, 
leading to a Hund’s case b. 47 Apparently, this leads both to 
considerable weakening of A ‘X,+-6 311u interaction effect 
on the magnetic properties of the-4 ‘2: state and narrowing 
of the resonance signal’s (in g, A ‘x’ ) dependence on J. Re- 
cently the magnetism in Li, (A ‘8: ) was studied in Ref. 49 
using the Faraday rotation method. On the other hand, with 
diminishing reduced mass value of the molecule an increase 
in the contribution of nuclear rotation takes place, cf. Eq. 
( 13), as well as of the electronic contribution on the part of 
the distant B ‘Il,, state, cf. Eq. (3). Another peculiarity in 
the behavior of Li, is connected with the fact that, owing to 
mutual intersection of the potential curves of b 311u and 
c1 38.‘-, there is a noticeable increase in the effect of the 
a 3Xz state (in comparison with Na, ), this effect necessar- 
ily being of pronounced local nature. As a further conse- 
quence of this intersection there must be a diminution in the 
lifetime of the perturbed levels of the A ‘I;: state, caused by 
accidental predissociation.46 

V. CONCLUSION 

The approach used in the present work for studying per- 
turbations, based on Lands factor measurements of per- 
turbed diamagnetic (0 = 0) states, appears to us to be a 
highly competitive method permitting detailed investigation 
not only of local, but also of weak regular perturbations, the 
analysis of which may be inaccessible by traditional high- 
resolution spectroscopic methods. 

I 

APPENDIX 

In the assessment of the effect of distant electronic states 
on the characteristics under discussion [cf., e.g., expressions 
( 18a) and ( 19) ] of the given rovibronic state it is necessary 
to calculate the following form38*50 

F = c (UJ[f(R)IvS)(v,*I~u(R)Iu,) 

U* & -E”e, 

+ ( (V,Lf(R)I~~)(EJl~u(R)luJ)dt; , (Al) 
J EUJ-E.I 

where summation and integration is performed over all rovi- 
bronic states of the discrete and continuous spectrum, f( R) 
and ,u (R ) being known continuous functions of the internu- 
clear distance. 

In the case then the perturbing electronic state is far off 
the perturbed one, we propose a simple form for estimating 
the expressions of (A 1) type 

F~:v,[f(R)~U(R)/AU(R)Iv,), (AZ) 
where AU(R) is a potential difference of the states under 
consideration. Let us consider the conditions when the ap- 
proximation (A2) is valid. For this purpose let us use the 
expansion of A U( R ) into a Taylor series in the vicinity of the 
point R, 

AU(R) = AU(R,) + AU’(R,)AR 

+ AU”(R,)(AR)*/2 + ‘em, (A3) 
where AR = R -R,, and R, = (v,lR IvJ*)/(uJluJ*) is so- 
called R centroid.51 Then neglecting the higher powers in 
Eq. (A3) one can obtain 

f(R) -- f(R) AU(R) - AWR. 1 [l -yy,AR+ CY: -y2)WU2], 

(A4) 
where ~1 = AU’(R,VAU(R,), y, =AU"(R,V 
[ 2AU( R, ) 1. Taking into account that5* 

& - E,eJ = (~,lAu(R)lvS)/(vJlvS) 
z:hWR,)(l +y2Y2 + *e-j, (A51 

where Y2 = (v,l(AR)‘luf)/(vJlvS), and assuming that 
f(R) zf(R,) +f’(R, )AR is weakly dependent on R after 
integrating the both parts of Eq. (A4) we can obtain 

(uJftR)/A~(~)b,*k 
(~~[f(R)I~f-~ylf'(R,)~, +fW,)[X,(y: -y2) - Y,y,] 

-KJ - lT,eJ 
, (Ah) 

where X2 = ( uJ I (AR ) * I 07). Then multiplying both parts of 
I 
smaller, the larger is the distance AU(R) between the inter- 

Eq. (A6) with (ufI,u(R)IvJ) andusingthesum rule (20) it acting electronic states, and the closer to each other are the 
is possible to get the approximation (A2) and also to esti- shapes of their potential curves, i.e., the smaller the differ- 
mate its relative error cF as ence between their vibrational and rotational constants. The 

AU = U,,, - U,, and AU = Ub ‘n - U, ‘x values, as depen- 

L-Z w.A -Y1 )Yl -Y2]X2 -Y*Y*l, (-47) dent on internuclear distance R are represented in Fig. 11 for 
the electronic states discussed in this paper. Additionally, 
the lF is smaller for the low vibrational levels and for the 

wheref, =f’(R,)/f(R,). It is clear that cF = 0 in the R- states with small values of the parameter y = Be/we.53 It 
centroid approximation. In real case the cF value is the may be of interest to know that the obtained expression 
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(A2) is similar to the approximation for lifetime estima- 
tionS4 

~~~~:(uJI[AU(R)I~~*(R)IUJ>. (-48) 

Thus substituting f(R)=L +(R)/R*, p(R) =L +(R) 
into Eq. (A2), we obtain the following expressions for the q 
and g factors: 

qv*J~2(~SI [L + (RI l’/[R 4AWR)l I@), (A91 

g,- - - 2(u,l [L + (R)]*/[R *AU(R)] 1~~). (AlO) 
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